
The Enlightening Power of Theater 

A COLLECTIVE ARTISTS TO PERFORM PREMIERE OF  
‘WAR OF THE WORLDS:  MOSAIC”


New adaptation reboots radio theater for  
the first production of A Collective Artists 

NEW YORK, NY, Oct 16, 2019 — A Collective Artists, a new ensemble determined to provide 
theater that is accessible and reflective, will perform the premiere of “War of the Worlds:  
Mosaic,” a sonic storytelling adaptation of the H.G. Wells novel on October 26 at 8 p.m. at the 
Tusten Theatre in Narrowsburg, NY. The play was written by A Collective Artists Playwright in 
Residence Chris Booth based on the classic novel and will be performed in a style that brings 
classic radio theater into the modern age.


Presented by the Delaware Valley Arts Alliance (DVAA) and cosponsored by WJFF Radio 
Catskills, the show will also be broadcast on WJFF on Sunday, October 27 at 8 p.m. as part of 
their fall fundraising drive.  “War of the Worlds:  Mosaic” is produced by Christina Bottley and 
directed by Catherine Pulley. Booth also serves as associate producer.


The cast includes:  Ashley Alvarez, Chris Booth, Christina Bottley*, Atticus Cain* **, Kyle David,  
Gary Hilborn* **, Lizzie Stewart,  Crystal Tweed,** and Paul Urriola.


The production team includes lighting design by Allyson Musmeci, foley artist Justin Geyer and 
sound design, engineering and original music composed by Matthew Cox. Stage management 
by Kaelin Elizabeth Fuld and technical direction by Franco Bottley.


“A Collective Artists is focused on sonic storytelling as a way to making theater accessible and 
we are excited to work with the DVAA and WJFF on this premiere production that combines 
live theater with audio drama,” said Catherine Pulley, director and a founder of A Collective 
Artists. “What’s incredible about Wells’ novel is how relevant it is today — even in a world with 
a minute to minute news cycle, social media and advanced technology.  Booth’s play looks at 
the story through our lens and asks the questions — what really is the ‘truth,’ who do we trust 
and who are we truly in our darkest moments? The play brings the novel into today’s world 
both sonically and visually with a great cast.” 


“War of the Worlds:  Mosaic ” is the first production of the A Collective Artists, which was 
founded in 2019 by a group of Atlantic Acting School Evening Conservatory alumni as well as 
other New York City based actors with the goal of creating theater that is accessible for 
audiences as well as producing content that is reflective of the modern world in terms of 
casting and content.  


“As the cost of attending theater in New York continues to soar and be further out of reach for 
people, we are driven to make theater more accessible,” said Christina Bottley, Producing 
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Artistic Director of A Collective Artists. “The Collective is rebooting radio theater to help solve 
this growing problem. We are excited for audiences to both see and hear Chris Booth’s thrilling 
adaptation with a creative interpretation of sound and theater.”


“War of the Worlds: Mosaic” will be the ensemble’s premiere production as the group 
continues to produce for podcast, radio, as well as live theater both in New York City and the 
Catskills.


“The Sullivan County Catskills are an ideal location for artistic risk-takers and pioneers such as 
the A Collective Artists theatre ensemble,” said Matt Carpenter, Performing Arts Director, of the 
Delaware Valley Arts Alliance.  “The DVAA is thrilled to collaborate with WJFF Radio Catskill 
and present this new adaptation in our historic Tusten Theatre.”


Tickets for “War of the Worlds:  Mosaic” can be found here:  http://
delawarevalleyartsalliance.org/programs/on-stage/


Production Note:  “War of the Worlds:  Mosaic” contains sounds of explosions and 
depicts scenes of trauma, intense situations and strong language.  It may not be suitable 
for all audiences.  Listener and viewer discretion is advised.   

About A Collective Artists 
A Collective Artists is a New York City based ensemble dedicated to the enlightening power of 
accessible and reflective theater. We are determined to make representative art because we 
believe theater unites, builds empathy and understanding. We are committed to creating a 
collaborative home where artists can explore and grow. These values define us and our work.  
A Collective Artists can be found on at ACollectiveArtists.org, on Instagram @ACollectiveArtists, 
Twitter at @ACollectiveNYC and Facebook at @ACollectiveArtists.   

Media Contact:

Catherine Pulley

(202) 258-0706

Info@acollectiveartists.org


For programming questions:

Christina Bottley

(407) 803-2231

Info@collectiveartists.org


*Member of Actors Equity

** Member of Screen Actors Guild
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